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Abstract
Financial network games model payment incentives in the context of networked liabilities. In
this paper, we advance the understanding of incentives in financial networks in two important
directions: minimal clearing (arising, e.g., as a result of sequential execution of payments) and
seniorities (i.e., priorities over debt contracts).
We distinguish between priorities that are chosen endogenously or exogenously. For endogenous
priorities and standard (maximal) clearing, the games exhibit a coalitional form of weak acyclicity.
A strong equilibrium exists and can be reached after a polynomial number of deviations. Moreover,
there is a strong equilibrium that is optimal for a wide variety of social welfare functions. In
contrast, for minimal clearing there are games in which no optimal strategy profile exists, even for
standard utilitarian social welfare. Perhaps surprisingly, a strong equilibrium still exists and, for
a wide range of strategies, can be reached after a polynomial number of deviations. In contrast,
for exogenous priorities, equilibria can be absent and equilibrium existence is NP-hard to decide,
for both minimal and maximal clearing.
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Introduction

The complex interconnections between financial institutions are a major source of systemic risk in
modern economies. This has become clear over the last decade when the financial crisis unfolded.
Ever since the crash of 2008, governments, regulators, and financial institutions have been making unprecedented efforts to maintain functioning and stability of the financial system (and more
generally, the global economy). Perhaps surprisingly, however, little is known about the inherent
challenges arising in this domain. What are sources of systemic risk in financial networks? What
is the (computational) complexity of the resulting decision and optimization problems? Questions
of this type are not well-understood, even in seemingly simple cases when the network is composed
of elementary debt contracts. Perhaps the most fundamental operation in these networks, and the
basis for most analyses of systemic risk, is clearing, i.e., the settling of debt. Clearing is non-trivial
in a network context because institutions typically depend on other institutions to satisfy their own
obligations. Recent work in theoretical computer science has started to carve out interesting effects
arising in this context [1,11–14,16–18]. Despite these advances, incentives and economic implications
in the clearing process are not well-understood.
In the majority of the literature, clearing is interpreted as a mechanical process where payments
are prescribed to banks by a central entity following a fixed set of rules (e.g., proportional payments w.r.t. amount of debt). In reality, however, financial institutions have to be expected to act
strategically within the limits of their contractual and legal obligations. Therefore, in this paper, we
consider financial network games (or clearing games) [1], a novel game-theoretic framework based on
the classic network model by Eisenberg and Noe [4]. In these games, institutions strategically choose
to allocate payments in order to clear as much of their debt as possible. We strive to understand the
∗
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existence, structure and computational complexity of stable payments, i.e., Nash and strong equilibria. Our focus lies on two aspects that received little or no attention in the algorithmic literature so
far: seniorities and minimal clearing.
The seniority of a debt contract is the priority that this contract enjoys in the payment order
of the bank. When a bank has contracts of different seniority, it first needs to pay all debt of
highest priority before spending money on obligations with lower priority. Clearing games with
“endogenous” priorities, in which banks strategically choose the order of payment at the time of
clearing, have been subject of interest very recently [1, 8]. Arguably, however, in financial markets
such priorities are often exogenous, i.e., determined in advance and not subject to strategic choice at
the time of clearing. Exogenous priorities are considered regularly across the literature [3, 7, 9], but
their impact on equilibria in clearing games has not yet been considered. We are interested in the
effect of limiting the strategic interaction of banks with exogenous priorities (potentially with ties),
which imply strategic choices constrained by the seniority structure.
Clearing states represent solutions of a fixed point problem. The classic network model with
proportional payments [4] usually guarantees a unique clearing state – only a few cases allow multiple
clearing states to exist. In that case, the network is assumed to settle on a maximum clearing state,
in which as much of the debt as possible is paid [6, 15]. This is justified when a central authority has
structural insight into the network and the ability to steer the clearing process.
When banks choose payment functions strategically, the system allows multiple clearing states,
and the choice of clearing state becomes significant. Moreover, an orchestrated clearing effort steering
the process to a maximal fixed point is not immediately available, at least on a global scale, which
can be seen by rather heterogeneous regulatory efforts to counter several financial crises over the
last decade. Instead, clearing may occur in a decentralized, local, and sequential fashion, where
institutions repay debt (partially) as soon as they have liquid assets available. In such an environment,
clearing steers towards the minimal fixed point of the payment function [2]. Therefore, we focus on
the minimal clearing state, i.e., the set of consistent payments that clear the least debt. The properties
of minimal clearing are much less understood in the literature.
Results and Contribution. We analyze equilibrium existence and computational complexity of
pure Nash equilibria in financial clearing games with different priority and clearing properties. We
distinguish between exogenous (or fixed) and endogenous (or non-fixed) priorities. Priorities are
captured as priority orderings, possibly with thresholds defining installments for each contract. This
includes, as a special case, a priority partition of contracts, i.e., an ordering with ties in which debt
contracts are being cleared. For strategic payments to contracts with the same priority, we consider
a very general approach. We analyze both minimal as well as standard maximal clearing.
Formally, we define a framework of games based on a notion of so-called threshold-M strategies.
The thresholds capture the priority structure. The set M specifies a set of functions for the payments
to parts with the same priority. Most of our results apply to a very general set of threshold-M
strategies for all suitable choices of M, which is equivalent to all monotone payment strategies.
Popular and natural choices for M are strategies resulting in proportional or ranking-based payments.
We will use them for exposition throughout the paper.
After defining the model in Section 2, we consider non-fixed thresholds and maximal clearing.
Recent work [1, 8] proves non-existence and NP-hardness results for deciding existence of a Nash
equilibrium. In contrast, we show in Section 3.1 that clearing games with threshold-M strategies
have a coalitional form of weak acyclicity, for every suitable set M. From every initial state, there
is a sequence of coalitional deviations leading to a strong equilibrium. The sequence has length
polynomial in the network size. In particular, every strategy profile with a Pareto-optimal clearing
state is a strong equilibrium. This shows that the strong price of stability is 1 for many natural
social welfare functions. This is a substantial extension of results [1] for edge-ranking strategies with
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thresholds.
For non-fixed thresholds and minimal clearing, all payments have to be traced back to initial
(external) assets. Our first observation in Section 3.2 is that these games might not admit a socially
optimal strategy profile, even for the arguably most basic notion of utilitarian social welfare. Maybe
surprisingly, we prove existence of strong equilibria in games with threshold-M strategies and minimal
clearing, for every suitable set M. The games are coalitional weakly acyclic if the strategies satisfy
a property we call reduction consistency. Then, from every initial state, there is a finite sequence
of coalitional deviations leading to a strong equilibrium. The sequence has length polynomial in the
network size. Non-existence of social optima results from a compact set of strategies and a continuity
problem. If we instead restrict attention to finite strategy sets (finitely many thresholds and finite
M), a social optimum trivially exists. However, we show that an optimal profile can be NP-hard to
compute, even when a strong equilibrium can be obtained in polynomial time.
For fixed thresholds, we obtain a set of non-existence and NP-hardness results. They apply
even when (1) some banks have fixed priorities in the form of partitions, (2) for every suitable
strategy set M, and (3) for both maximal and minimal clearing. In particular, for games with fixed
thresholds it can be NP-hard to compute an optimal strategy profile, there exist games without a
Nash equilibrium, and deciding existence of a Nash equilibrium can be NP-hard. Notably, the results
do not follow directly from previous work in [1, 8] – in previous constructions the decision about the
correct priorities is the main problem.
Related Work. We build upon the network model for systemic risk by Eisenberg and Noe [4] to
study properties of clearing states for proportional payments. This model has received significant
attention in the literature over the last 20 years (see, e.g., [6, 7, 15] and references therein). Some
recent additions to the literature include the effects of portfolio compression, when cyclic liabilities
are removed from the network [16, 19].
The Eisenberg-Noe model has been extended, e.g., by augmenting the model with credit-default
swaps (CDS) [17, 18]. Computational aspectes of this model has attracted some interest recently,
when banks can delete or add liabilities, donate to other banks, or change external assets [11]. The
model also can give rise to standard game-theoretic scenarios such as Prisoner’s Dilemma. Moreover,
there has been interest in debt swapping among banks as an operation to influence the clearing
properties [12].
We study seniorities and minimal clearing. For this model, an iterative algorithm that converges
to a minimal clearing state is given in [10]. Similarly, decentralized processes that monotonically
increase payments based on currently available funds converge to a minimal clearing state [2]. Somewhat related is work on sequential defaulting in [14], where a clearing state is computed by sequentially updating the recovery rate of banks. However, this process can converge to different clearing
states depending on the order of updates. Properties of the Eisenberg-Noe model with proportional
payments can be extended to liabilities with different seniorities in the sense of priority orderings
over debt contracts [5]. Seniorities of this kind have been analyzed in several works, e.g., in [3, 7, 9].
Notably, all works discussed so far assume a mechanical clearing process, with the vast majority
focusing on proportional payments.
Closely related to our work are recent game-theoretic approaches to clearing, where banks determine payments strategically. Financial network games without seniorities are proposed in [1], where
the authors focus on ranking-based payment strategies, especially edge-ranking (priority order over
debt contracts) and coin-ranking (priority order over single units of payment). Properties of clearing states in these games have also been analyzed (in a non-strategic context) in [2]. More recent
work [8] extended the results to strategies that consist of a mixture of edge-ranking and proportional
payments, and to networks with CDS.
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Clearing Games

Clearing Games. A clearing game is defined as follows. The financial network is modeled as
a directed graph G = (V, E). Each node v ∈ V is a financial institution, which we call a bank.
Each directed edge e = (u, v) ∈ E has an edge weight ce > 0 and indicates that u owes v an
amount of ce . We denote the set of incoming and P
outgoing edges of v by E − (v) = {(u, v) ∈ E} and
+
+
E (v) = {(v, u) ∈ E}, respectively. We use cv = e∈E + (v) ce to denote the total liabilities, i.e., the
P
total amount of money owed by v to other banks, and c−
v =
e∈E + (v) ce to denote the total amount
of money owed by other banks to v. Each bank v has external assets bv ≥ 0, which can be seen as
an external inflow of money. To aid the study of computational complexity, we assume all numbers
in the input, i.e., all bv and ce , are integer numbers in binary encoding.
Each bank v chooses a strategy av = (ae )e∈E + (v) , where ae : R → [0, ce ] is a payment function
for edge e. Given any amount yv ∈ [bv , bv + c−
v ] of total assets (external bv plus money incoming
over E − ), bank v allocates a payment ae (yv ) to edge e. We follow [1] and assume the strategies
fulfill several basic properties: (1)Peach ae (yv ) is monotone in yv , (2) every bank spends all incoming
money until P
all debt is paid, i.e., e∈E + (v) ae (yv ) = min{yv , c+
v }, (3) no bank can generate additional
money, i.e., e∈E + (v) ae (yv ) ≤ yv .
Given a strategy profile a = (av )v∈V of the game, we assume a money flow on each edge emerges.
The above conditions (1)-(3) give rise to a set of fixed-point conditions, which can be satisfied by
several possible flows. More formally,
P a feasible flow f = (fe )e∈E is such that f(u,v) = a(u,v) (fv ) for
every (u, v) ∈ E, where fv = bv + e∈E − (v) fe . The set of feasible flows for a strategy profile a forms
a complete lattice [1, 2]. The clearing state of a is the feasible flow realized in strategy profile a. We
are interested in games, where the clearing state is either the supremum (termed max-clearing) or
the infimum (min-clearing).
Given a strategy profile a and the resulting clearing state f , we assume
that each bank v wants to
P
maximize the total assets, i.e., the utility is uv (a, f ) = uv (f ) = bv + e∈E − (v) fe . Equivalently, each
P
bank strives to maximize its equity, given by total assets minus total liabilities bv + e∈E − (v) fe − c+
v.
Previous work has focused on priority-based strategies such as coin- or edge ranking [1] or a mix
of edge-ranking and proportional payments [8]. In an edge-ranking strategy, each bank chooses a
permutation πv over all edges in E + (v). Money is used to pay towards edges in the order of πv .
Formally, number the edges of E + (v) such that e1 ≻πv e2 ≻πv . . . ≻πv e|E + (v)| . v pays to e1 until the
payment is ce1 , then to e2 until the payment is ce2 , then . . . , or stops earlier if it runs out of funds.
Thresholds. Strategies with thresholds have been briefly touched upon in [1]. A threshold τe for
edge e splits edge e into a high-priority installment eh and a low-priority one el . The weights for
these parts are ceh = τe and cel = ce − τe . In the following, we assume that the two parts are each
represented by an auxiliary edge where e(1) has weight ce(1) = τe and e(2) has weight ce(2) = ce − τe .
Bank v then first tries to pay the auxiliary edge e(1) representing the high-priority installment, for all
edges e in E + (v), according to some monotone strategy. Once these are fully paid, the low-priority
auxiliary edges e(2) are paid according to some (potentially different) monotone strategy with the
remaining funds.
(i)
Towards multiple thresholds τe per edge, bank v first pays auxiliary edge e(1) of all edges in
(1)
(2)
E + (v) using a monotone strategy av . Once these are fully paid, it uses a monotone strategy av
to pay the auxiliary edges e(2) , and so on, until all auxiliary edges are paid or v runs out of funds.
(i)
By assumption, at least one suitable choice exists for av , for every possible threshold vector.
Let us formally define general classes of threshold-based strategies. A suitable set M of monotone
strategies contains, for every vector τ v = (τe )e∈E + (v) of thresholds with
P τe ∈ [0, ce ], at least one
strategy a ∈ M with ae (Tv ) = τe for every e ∈ E + (v), where Tv = e∈E + (v) τe . For any integer
(1)

(k−1)

k ≥ 2, a threshold-M strategy (τ v , . . . , τ v

(1)

(k)

, av , . . . , av ) is given by (1) k−1 vectors of thresholds
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(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i−1)

τ v = (τe )e∈E + (v) with τe ∈ [0, ce ] and τe ≥ τe

, for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and all e ∈ E + (v), and

(i)

(i)

(2) k monotone strategies av ∈ M, for i = 1, . . . , k. Thresholds τe split edge e into k auxiliary
(i)
(i−1)
(0)
(k)
, for i = 1, . . . , k, where we assume τe = 0 and τe = ce .
edges e(i) with ce(i) = τe − τe
P
(i)
(i)
(i)
Formally, let Tv = e∈E + (v) τe , i.e., the sum of weights of all edges e(1) to e(i) , and tv =
P
(i)
(i−1)
(i)
, i.e., the sum of weights of all e(i) The monotone strategy av ∈ M
e∈E + (v) ce(i) = Tv − Tv
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i−1)

satisfies ae (0) = 0 and ae (tv ) = τe − τe
= c (i) for all e ∈ E + (v). The total payment to edge e
Pk e(i)
(i−1) (i)
(i′ )
(i′ +1)
(i′ )
in the threshold-M strategy is then ae (x) = i=1 ae (min{x−Tv
, tv }) = τe +ae
(x−Tv ),
where i′ = arg maxi<k {Tvi ≤ x}.
Examples. We discuss several natural examples for M. A threshold edge-ranking strategy trv =
(i)
(j)
((τ v )i∈[k−1] , (πv )j∈[k] ) is a threshold-M strategy, where M encompasses all edge-ranking strategies.
(j)

Here πv are permutations over e(j) for all edges e in E + (v). Bank v pays first towards each auxiliary
(1)
edge e(1) , in the order of the ranking πv , until the payment to the edge reaches ce(1) (or it runs out
of funds). Once it pays ce(1) to every edge, it uses additional money to increase the payment on e(2)
(2)
to ce(2) , in the order of πv (or stops upon running out of funds), and so on.
Threshold edge-ranking strategies are a significant generalization of edge-ranking strategies. In
particular, we show below that clearing games with threshold edge-ranking strategies always have
strong equilibria, while for edge-ranking strategies even pure Nash equilibria can be absent [1].
(i)
(j)
In a threshold proportional strategy tpv = ((τ v )i∈[k−1] , (av )j∈[k] ), the set M encompasses all
proportional payment strategies. Bank v pays the marginal debt on auxiliary edges e(i) of class i
using proportional payments in this class:
a(j)
e (x)

=x· P

(j)

ce(j)
e∈E + (v) ce(j)

=x·

(j−1)

τe − τe

(i)

(j)

tv

,
(j)

in the order of j = 1, . . . , k. Fixing any set of thresholds (τ v )i∈[k−1] , proportional strategies av ∈ M
are uniquely determined for every j = 1, . . . , k (while for edge-ranking strategies there are (E + (v))!
(j)
many choices for each av ).
Thresholds and Partitions. An interesting special case of a threshold-M strategy is a partition(i)
M strategy, in which all thresholds are τe ∈ {0, ce }. Then each auxiliary edge has weight ce(i) ∈
{0, ce }. The result is a partition ranking over the contracts, where for partition E (i) of priority i we
(i)
(1)
(k−1)
make payments based on the strategy av . Conversely, every threshold-M strategy (τ v , . . . , τ v
,
(1)
(k)
(i)
+
av , . . . , av ) can be interpreted as a partition-M strategy over auxiliary edges e for all e ∈ E (v).
Observation 1. Every threshold-M strategy can be interpreted as a partition-M strategy where each
edge e ∈ E + (v) is replaced by k auxiliary edges.
Let us illustrate the relationship between strategy profiles and the associated clearing states. For
simplicity, we assume edge-ranking strategy profiles (where all thresholds τe = ce ). The following
example builds an intuition for the differences between minimal and maximal clearing states of a given
strategy profile. Further, it illustrates the great benefit that the players derive from collaboration.
Example 2. Consider the game depicted in Fig. 1a. Note that the behavior of players v3 , v4 and
v5 is fully predetermined, since they either have no liabilities or pay all assets towards their single
outgoing edge. Hence, it is sufficient to focus on the (non-trivial) strategy choices of players v1 and
v2 . In Fig. 1b and 1c we show the resulting maximal and minimal clearing states for all four strategy
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(a) Game of Example 2. v1 has external assets of 1, all edges have a weight of 1.
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(b) Maximal clearing states
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(c) Minimal clearing states

Figure 1: Image (a) depicts a clearing game whereas images in (b) and (c) represent the maximal
and minimal clearing states resulting from all four edge-ranking strategy profiles. Edge labels denote
flows over the edge, there is no flow on edges without labels. Thick edges indicate the preferred
outgoing edge in the strategy of the node.
profiles, depending on the edge rankings chosen by v1 and v2 . In the following, we discuss the clearing
states for two profiles.
Consider strategy profile a (depicted as the second from the left in Fig. 1), where player v1
first fully pays off edge (v1 , v4 ) and afterwards (v1 , v2 ), whereas player v2 completely pays off edge
(1)
(1)
(v2 , v3 ) before paying edge (v2 , v5 ). Formally, the strategies are πv1 = ((v1 , v4 ), (v1 , v2 )) and πv2 =
((v2 , v3 ), (v2 , v5 )). Each player vi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, directs all payments towards her highest-ranked edge
until all debt is settled. All remaining money is used to pay off the other edge. Let us first consider
the resulting minimal clearing state. Player v1 holds external assets of 1 and is obligated to spend
these. By her strategy choice, she just pays off her debt of 1 towards v4 . The resulting payments
satisfy all fixed-point conditions and represent the minimal clearing state for a. To construct the
maximal clearing state, we examine if there are higher feasible payments. Note that players v1 , v2
and v3 with edges (v1 , v2 ), (v2 , v3 ) and (v3 , v1 ) form a cycle in terms of the (most preferred) payments.
Suppose the payment along the cycle is increased by 1. The fixed-point conditions remain satisfied.
It is easy to see that no larger feasible payments can exist. The maximal clearing state is attained.
Now consider the second strategy profile a′ (depicted as the third from the left in Fig. 1), where
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(1)

the order of payments is reversed for both players. Here the strategies are πv1 = ((v1 , v2 ), (v1 , v4 ))
(1)
and πv2 = ((v2 , v5 ), (v2 , v3 )). In this case, v1 pays off her liabilities towards v2 using her external
assets, whereupon v2 passes the incoming payments on to the sink v5 . Again, the resulting payments
are feasible and form the minimal clearing state. In contrast to a, for a′ the clearing state is unique,
i.e., the minimal clearing state equals the maximal clearing state. To observe this, consider the cycle
including v1 , v2 and v3 . The edge (v1 , v2 ) is already fully saturated and, hence, payments along the
cycle cannot by increased. Instead, player v1 would pass all additional incoming payments to v4 ,
which excludes the possibility of a feasible increase of payments.


3
3.1

Clearing Games with Seniorities
Max-Clearing

In this section, we consider computational problems in clearing games with max-clearing. Subclasses
of our games have been studied in the literature before. In particular, for edge-ranking strategies,
non-existence of Nash equilibrium and NP-hardness of deciding equilibrium existence follow directly
(i)
from [1]. Similar results can be shown for proportional strategies when thresholds are τe ∈ {0, ce },
i.e., for partition proportional strategies considered in [8]. We instead focus on threshold variants
and start with an observation about the clearing state.
Proposition 3. A maximum clearing state can be computed in polynomial time for games with
threshold edge-ranking or threshold proportional strategies.
Proof. We use Observation 1. For any threshold edge-ranking strategy, Observation 1 leads to an
equivalent partition edge-ranking strategy, i.e., a priority partition of auxiliary edges. Within each
partition, the edge-ranking strategy refines the ranking to a complete ranking over all auxiliary edges.
Hence, a threshold edge-ranking strategy is a regular edge-ranking strategy over auxiliary edges. This
allows to compute a maximal clearing state using the algorithm in [1].
A similar observation holds for threshold proportional strategies. A threshold proportional strategy is a partition proportional strategy over auxiliary edges. Hence, the algorithm in [8] can be used
to compute a maximal clearing state.
Given a strategy profile a and the corresponding clearing state f , consider a set C ⊆ V of players
and a deviation a′C = (a′v )v∈C . Let a′ = (a′C , a−C ) be the resulting strategy profile after deviation,
and let f ′ be the clearing state. The pair (a, a′ ) is a coalitional improvement step if uv (a′ , f ′ ) > uv (a, f )
for all v ∈ C, i.e., every player strictly improves her utility upon deviation. Furthermore, a strategy
profile a with corresponding clearing state f forms a strong equilibrium, if there exists no coalitional
improvement step (a, a′ ), for any coalition C ⊆ V .
For the main result in this section, we show that for every game with threshold-M strategies and
every initial strategy profile, there is a sequence of coalitional improvement steps ending in a strong
equilibrium. We term this property coalitional weakly acyclic.
Theorem 4. Every max-clearing game with threshold-M strategies is coalitional weakly acyclic. For
every initial strategy profile, there is a sequence of coalitional improvement steps that ends in a strong
equilibrium. The sequence requires a number of steps that is polynomial in |E|.
We show the theorem in two steps. Consider a strategy profile a of threshold-M strategies with
Pareto-optimal clearing state f , i.e., there is no other strategy profile a′ with clearing state f ′ such
that fe′ ≥ fe for all e ∈ E and strict inequality for at least one e ∈ E.
Lemma 5. Every strategy profile in a max-clearing game with Pareto-optimal clearing state is a
strong equilibrium.
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Proof. For any game with threshold-M strategies and any initial state, consider the resulting money
flow f in the maximal clearing state. Now consider any improvement step of coalition C ⊆ V and
a player v ∈ C. Since uv ((a′C , a−C ), f ′ ) > uv (a, f ), player v has strictly larger total assets after the
deviation. As such, there must be one incoming edge e ∈ E − (v) for which the money flow on that
edge has strictly increased to fe′ > fe . Let w be the source of e. If w ∈ C, we can repeat the
argument for w. If w 6∈ C, then strategy aw remains the same before and after the deviation. aw is
monotone, so a strictly larger flow fe′ > fe means that the total assets of w have strictly increased
uw ((a′C , a−C ), f ′ ) > uw (a, f ). Thus, if w 6∈ C we can repeat the argument for w.
Therefore, if there is any coalitional improvement step, then we can start from any node v ∈ C and
move in reverse direction along incoming edges with strictly increased flow. This must eventually
lead into a cycle K, for which the flow has strictly increased on every edge of E(K). In turn, if
the clearing state f is Pareto-optimal, it does not allow a cycle along which flow can be increased.
Therefore, we must be in a strong equilibrium.
Lemma 6. Consider any profile a with clearing state f which is not Pareto-optimal. There is a
coalitional improvement step (a, a′ ) such that (1) the clearing state f ′ in a′ Pareto-dominates f and
(2) f ′ saturates at least one more edge than f .
Proof. Given strategy profile a, consider clearing state f . By assumption, there is another profile
with clearing state f̃ that Pareto dominates f . It is easy to see [1, Proposition 2] that all feasible
flows in clearing games can be interpreted as circulation flows. As a consequence, the difference
δe = f˜e − fe ≥ 0 is again a circulation flow and, due to Pareto domination, contains at least one cycle
K with a positive flow. Hence, f admits a cycle K such that fe < ce for all e ∈ E(K).
We construct a profitable coalitional deviation using an intermediate step. First, all banks v ∈
(1)
(1) (2)
V (K) deviate to any threshold-M strategy with τe = fe for all e ∈ E + (v) and av , av ∈ M chosen
arbitrarily but in correspondence with the new thresholds τ (1) . The banks in V (K) simply set all their
thresholds to the flows in f . Note that f remains a feasible flow in this intermediate profile. Now let
δ = mine∈E(K) ce − fe > 0 be the minimum residual weight on cycle K. We let each player v ∈ V (K)
+
′ (1)
deviate to a threshold-M strategy a′v with τ ′ (1)
e = fe for all e ∈ E (v) \ E(K), τ e = fe + δ for the
(2)
(1)
unique e = (v, w) ∈ E(K), and a′ v , a′ v ∈ M chosen arbitrarily but in correspondence with the
new thresholds τ ′ (1) . After this deviation, there is a feasible flow f ′ with fe′ = fe for all e ∈ E \ E(K)
and fe′ = fe + δ for all e ∈ E(K). Moreover, this feasible flow strictly improves the assets of all banks
v ∈ V (K) by δ > 0. Since the maximal clearing state Pareto-dominates any feasible flow in terms of
edge flows and assets, we have constructed a coalitional improvement step for coalition C = V (K).
The clearing state f ′ in a′ Pareto-dominates f and saturates at least one more edge on cycle K.

Since the coalitional improvement step in Lemma 6 saturates one more edge with flow, any
sequence of such steps has length at most |E|. This proves the theorem.
Consider any objective function z(f ) that is flow-monotone, i.e., if f ′ Pareto-dominates f , then
z(f ′ ) > z(f ). A wide variety of natural social
in clearing games enjoy this property,
P
P welfare functions
that is repaid
(b
+
e.g., the
utilitarian
social
welfare
z(f
)
=
−
e∈E (v) fe ) or the total debt P
v∈V v
P
P
z(f ) = v∈V uv (f ) = e∈E fe , the total number of liquid banks z(f ) = |{v ∈ V | bv + e∈E − (v) fe ≥
1/n
Q
c+ }|, the Nash social welfare z(f ) =
, and many more.
v∈V uv (f )
Given a flow-monotone welfare function z, consider a z-optimal
weak
P money ∗flowPthat satisfies
∗
∗
∗
flow conservation, i.e., a flow f that maximizes z(f ) subject to e∈E + (v) fe ≤ e∈E − (v) fe + bv for
every node v ∈ V and fe∗ ≤ ce for every edge e ∈ E. Clearly, f ∗ is Pareto-optimal among all feasible
flows for all strategy profiles. Inspecting the proof of Lemma 6, f ∗ can be realized as a clearing state
of a strategy profile, where every player v just uses a 2-threshold-M strategy with τe = fe∗ for all
e ∈ E + (v). Clearly, this strategy profile is a strong equilibrium due to Lemma 5. Note that here
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(1)

(2)

further structural properties (such as edge-ranking or proportionality) of strategies av , av ∈ M for
(1)
all v ∈ V are inconsequential – the maximal clearing state yields a flow fe = τe for all e ∈ E.
Formally, this allows to bound the strong price of stability, which denotes the ratio of the social
welfare in the social optimum and the highest social welfare of all strong equilibria.
Corollary 7. In every max-clearing game with threshold-M strategies, the strong price of stability
is 1 for every flow-monotone welfare function. There is an optimal strong equilibrium with the same
clearing state for every choice of M.

3.2

Min-Clearing

Let us turn to games with min-clearing. In a minimal clearing state, all flow is initiated by external
assets. In particular, consider an iterative process where players initially pay off debt only utilizing
their external assets. This creates an initial flow. Then, in the next round, players may use additional
incoming assets to pay off further debt, and so on. For a given strategy profile, the iteration of this
process will monotonically increase the flow towards a minimal clearing state (see also [2] for more
formal arguments of this fact). Indeed, this idea can be applied in a structured fashion for threshold
edge-ranking games to compute a minimal clearing state in polynomial time.
Proposition 8. A minimal clearing state can be computed in polynomial time for games with threshold edge-ranking strategies.
Proof. For Proposition 3 we saw that we can interpret threshold edge-ranking strategies as edgeranking strategies over auxiliary edges. Hence, we can apply the algorithm in [1], where we stop the
algorithm after resolving all “necessary cycles” (but none of the “optional cycles”). This results in a
minimal clearing state.
In contrast, observations in [10, Chapter 3] suggest that the minimal clearing state for proportional
(i)
payments can not be computed with a bounded number of steps, even without thresholds (or τe = ce
for all i ≤ k). Furthermore, the non-existence of pure Nash equilibria for partition edge-ranking and
proportional strategies shown in [1, Proposition 13] and [8, Theorem 4] transfers to min-clearing –
it can be verified that there are unique feasible flows for any strategy profile arising in the games
without pure equilibria.
We first observe that Corollary 7 cannot be extended to min-clearing games. The
P main problem
is that there might be no social optimum, even for utilitarian social welfare z(f ) = v∈V uv (a, f ).
Example 9. Consider threshold-M strategies in the game depicted in Figure 2, for any suitable set
M. Player v is the only player with a non-trivial strategy choice. Also v is the only player with
external assets and, hence, all money flow must be originated by v. We, therefore, want to find a
strategy for v that maximizes social welfare. If v pays all external assets either towards u1 or w1 , the
social welfare is 1+n in both cases. Now assume v splits assets and picks a strategy with threshold ǫ on
(v, w1 ) and 1 − ǫ on (v, u1 ). Then payments correspond to thresholds. The payment of ǫ is repeatedly
passed through the cycle until all players wi have completely paid off their liabilities. The payment
of 1 − ǫ is passed on along the path to un . The social welfare 1 + n + ǫ + n · (1 − ǫ) = 1 + 2n − ǫ · (n − 1)
is monotonically increasing when ǫ → 0. However, at ǫ = 0 no flow is initiated on the cycle, and the
social welfare drops to 1 + n. Consequently, there is no social optimum for this instance.

Interestingly, we can obtain positive results towards existence of strong equilibria. With minclearing, observe that a profitable coalitional improvement step (a, a′ ) requires at least one player
v ∈ C with strictly positive assets with respect to a. Otherwise, due to min-clearing, no flow among
the agents in C can evolve.
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Figure 2: A min-clearing game without a social optimum for utilitarian social welfare, for all
threshold-M strategies. All edges have unit weight and the external assets of v are bv = 1.
Lemma 10. Every strategy profile in a min-clearing game with Pareto-optimal clearing state is a
strong equilibrium.
Proof. Suppose a is a given threshold-M strategy profile with Pareto-optimal minimal clearing state
f . We assume that a forms no strong equilibrium, therefore there exists a coalition C ⊆ V where
every player vi ∈ C strictly profits by deviating to a strategy profile a′ . Hence, the players perform
a coalitional improvement step implying uvi ((a′C , a−C ), f ′ ) > uvi (a, f ) for every vi ∈ C. Consider
player vi ∈ C. As her external assets remain unchanged and the strategy av is monotone, at least
one incoming edge e ∈ E − (vi ) has strictly more flow. Recall that regarding minimal clearing all flow
must originate from external assets. Therefore, there exists a path to vi from some player vj ∈ C with
strictly positive assets. We denote the set of all such players by A = {vj ∈ V | uvj (a, f ) > 0}. Now
consider player vj ∈ A. By the same arguments as above, the flow of at least one edge e ∈ E − (vj )
must be increased. Let vk be the source of e. In case vk ∈ C, the same argument applies. On the
other hand, if vk ∈
/ C she only increases flow on any outgoing edge, if she has larger assets herself
due to monotonicity. Therefore, at least one incoming edge e ∈ E − (vk ) has more flow regarding the
new strategy profile (a′C , a−C ). Since all flow must be initiated by a player in A, we can repeat this
argument until we again reach some player in A. If this player is again vj , there exists a cycle of edges
with increased flow. Otherwise, when a new player vl was found we operate as for vj . Because the
set A is finite, this process must terminate in a cycle K. Hence, there must be a cycle K including a
player with uv (a, f ) > 0, along which the flow of money can be Pareto-increased. As a consequence,
if a strategy profile has a Pareto-optimal clearing state f , then there is no deviation that can increase
the money circulation on any such cycle. Hence, the profile must be a strong equilibrium.
For a wide range of strategies, we can extend our result and show that, for every initial strategy
profile, there exists a sequence of coalitional improvement steps that end in a strong equilibrium. We
consider games in which the set of strategies M that has a consistency property. Consider a strategy
av ∈ M for a playerP
v. Suppose we reduce all thresholds to τ̂e = ae (x) for each e ∈ E + (v) and some
value 0 ≤ x ≤ Tv = e∈E + (v) τe . Then there should be another strategy âv ∈ M such that â results
in assignments for each y ≤ x that are consistent with a.
Formally, we call a set M of strategies reduction consistent if for every vector τ v of thresholds,
every suitable strategy av (with ae (Tv ) = τe for all e ∈ E + (v)) and every vector τ̂ v with τ̂e = ae (T̂v )
for some T̂v ∈ [0, Tv ], there exists a strategy â such that the payments âe (x) = ae (x), for all e ∈ E + (v)
and all x ∈ [0, T̂v ].
Examples. Threshold edge-ranking strategies are reduction consistent. To observe this, consider a
set of thresholds τ v and an edge-ranking strategy av that allocates payments towards outgoing edges
based on an ordering πv . For any x ∈ [0, Tv ], there is at most one edge e that is paid partially, i.e.,
0 < ae (x) < τe . Now for a given T̂v ∈ [0, Tv ], reduce all thresholds with τe ≥ ae (T̂v ) to τ̂e = ae (T̂v ).
Then with the same ordering πv in â, the edges will be paid to most ae (x), sequentially in the same
order as in a. As such, âe (x) = ae (x) for all x ≤ T̂v .
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As another example, consider proportional strategies. Consider a set of thresholds τ v and a
proportional strategy av . Recall that a assigns payments to all edges e ∈ E + (v) in proportion to
their thresholds τe . If we reduce τ̂e = ae (T̂v ) for some T̂v ∈ [0, Tv ], then the proportional strategy â
w.r.t. thresholds τ̂ adheres to the same proportions
τ̂e
P

e∈E + (v) τ̂e

=P

τe
ae (x)
=P
.
e∈E + (v) ae (x)
e∈E + (v) τe

As such, for every x ∈ [0, T̂v ] we have âe (x) = ae (x).
Reduction consistent threshold-M strategies are threshold-M strategies with reduction consistent
set M. For every game with such strategies, we construct sequences of coalitional improvement steps
similar to max-clearing. However, the proof construction for max-clearing in Lemma 6 does not
directly apply. Intuitively, when changing the strategies along a cycle, too much flow could end up
being assigned to edges outside the cycle, and hence the intended flow along the cycle is not obtained
in a minimal clearing state.
Theorem 11. Every min-clearing game with reduction consistent threshold-M strategies is coalitional weakly acyclic. For every initial strategy profile, there is a sequence of coalitional improvement
steps that ends in a strong equilibrium. The sequence requires a number of steps that is polynomial
in |E|.
Proof. Existence of a strong equilibrium follows by Lemma 10. It remains to show that for any profile
a with clearing state f which is not Pareto-optimal there is a coalitional improvement step (a, a′ )
such that (1) the clearing state f ′ in a′ Pareto-dominates f and (2) f ′ saturates at least one more
edge than f .
Given strategy profile a, consider clearing state f . By assumption, there is another strategy profile
ã with minimal clearing state f̃ that Pareto dominates f . Since all feasible flows in clearing games
can be interpreted as circulation flows [1, Proposition 2], the difference δe = f˜e − fe ≥ 0 is again a
(non-zero) circulation flow. Consider the set of edges with circulation flow E>0 = {e ∈ E | δe > 0}
and the set of incident nodes V≥0 =P{u, v ∈ V | e = (u, v) ∈ E>0 }. There must be at least one
node v ∗ ∈ V>0 such that uv∗ (ã, f̃ ) > e∈E + (v∗ ) δe . Otherwise, f˜e = δe for all e ∈ E>0 , and we could
∗
˜
obtain a smaller clearing
P state in ã setting fe = 0 for all e ∈ E≥0 . Note that node v must have
uv∗ (a, f ) = uv∗ (ã, f̃ ) − e∈E + (v∗ ) δe > 0. As such, f must admit a cycle K such that fe < ce for all
e ∈ E(K) and K contains node v ∗ with uv∗ (a, f ) > 0.
We construct a coalitional improvement step as follows. First, compute the set A = {vi ∈ V |
uvi (a, f ) > 0} of players with strictly positive utility. Next, choose a node vi ∈ A and determine all
simple cycles containing vi via depth-first search over the set E ′ = {e ∈ E | fe < ce } of non-saturated
edges. If no cycle containing vi is found1 , proceed to the next player from A. Otherwise, let K ′
denote any one of the cycles found. We first perform an intermediate step for all players v in V (K ′ ),
(l)
and determine the highest index l such that fe ≤ τe , for every outgoing edge e ∈ E + (v). Then,
(i)
(i)
all players v ∈ V (K ′ ) deviate to a threshold-M strategy with thresholds τ̂e = τe , for i < l and
(l)
(1) (2)
(l+1)
τ̂e = fe , for all e ∈ E + (v). Choose all strategies âv , âv , . . . , âv
∈ M such that the resulting
ˆ
flow fe equals the initial flow fe for each edge. Because all strategies av are reduction consistent
there exists at least one such strategy. We now modify the strategy â to increase circulation on
K ′ . Let δ = mine∈E(K ′ ) ce − fˆe be the minimal residual capacity of all edges in the cycle. For every
vj ∈ V (K ′ ) and edge ej ∈ E(K ′ ), For every edge ej ∈ E(K ′ ) in the cycle, define the thresholds
(l+1)
(l)
(1)
as τ̂ej
= τ̂ej + δ for l > 0 and τ̂ej = δ. Regarding all other edges e′ ∈ E + (vj ) \ {ej } , we set
(l+1)

τ̂e′

1

(l)

(l+1)

(1)

= τ̂e′ for l > 0 and τ̂e′ = 0. Further, define âe

(l)

At least one cycle must exist for at least one vi ∈ A by the discussion above.
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(1)

= âe and arbitrarily choose âe

for all

e ∈ E + (vj ). Let a′ denote the resulting strategy profile. Clearly, every player vi ∈ A still has strictly
positive assets with respect to a′ . Thus, at least one player vj ∈ V (K ′ ) initiates flow on cycle K ′ . By
(1)
construction of the first vector of thresholds τ v , the flow on K ′ is first raised to δ. Afterwards, each
player has the same assets available as with respect to a. From the next step on, players distribute
their payments exactly as before for a. Since δ > 0, all players in the cycle strictly profit from the
deviation while the flow on all other edges remains unchanged. Moreover, the pair (a′V (K ′ ) , a−V (K ′ ) )
forms a coalitional improvement step for coalition V (K ′ ).
The improvement step saturates one more edge in the clearing state. Hence, any sequence of such
steps is limited in length by |E|. Note that each improvement step adds one vector of thresholds to the
strategy of every player. In contrast, for max-clearing games the strong equilibrium can be obtained
using only a single set of thresholds for each player. It is an interesting open problem if a similar
property can be shown for min-clearing games with reduction consistent strategies. Moreover, it is
unclear whether a sequence of improvement steps ending in a strong equilibrium exists for strategies
without said property.
The sequence of coalitional improvement steps to a strong equilibrium can even be performed for
threshold proportional strategies, when given an initial profile along with its minimal clearing state.
For constructing the improvement step, it is sufficient to recognize whether there is a non-saturated
cycle with at least one player having strictly positive assets. We obtain a′ as described above, and
we obtain the minimal clearing state of a′ adaptively by increasing the flow along the cycle until the
first edge becomes saturated.
The non-existence of a social optimum in Example 9 arises from a continuity problem. For every
flow fe on edge e = (v, w1 ) there exists some flow f ′ with fe′ < fe and strictly higher welfare. A simple
way to resolve this problem is to restrict attention to a finite set of strategies for each player, i.e., a
finite set of possible threshold vectors and a finite set M of strategies for same-priority installments.
Then, an optimal strategy profile always exists. A natural example enjoying this discretization are
coin-ranking strategies studied in [1], where flow is split into “coins”, i.e., units of 1. Each player then
decides on an order in which the coins will be distributed to her outgoing edges. Note P
that a coinranking strategy can be interpreted as threshold edge-ranking strategy with k = bv + e∈E − (v) ce ,
(i+1)

(i)

(i+1)

(i)

such that for every i < k we have τe
= τe + 1 for exactly one edge e ∈ E + (v) and τe′
= τe′ for
′
+
all other edges e ∈ E (v) \ {e}. Hence, coin-ranking strategies are threshold edge-ranking strategies
restricted to a finite number of possible threshold vectors (and a finite set M).
It is easy to see that the arguments in Theorem 11 apply to coin-ranking strategies, since the
clearing state f will be an integral flow. Hence, for every min-clearing game with coin-ranking
strategies a strong equilibrium exists and can be computed efficiently. However, the following theorem
shows that computing the optimal strategy profile in such games is NP-hard.
Theorem 12. For min-clearing games with threshold edge-ranking strategies and unit thresholds, it
is NP-hard to compute a strategy profile that maximizes utilitarian social welfare.
Proof. Formally, we will present a class of games such that it is NP-complete to decide if there is a
strategy profile with social welfare at least 2n+1. The reduction is from the Directed Hamiltonian
Path problem. Given an instance of this problem, i.e., a directed graph G = (V, E), we construct a
min-clearing game with graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) as follows. First, add a node s with bs = 1 to V ′ . This
will be the only player with external assets and, hence, the origin of the total flow in the network.
For every node vi ∈ V , construct two nodes vi− and vi+ and add the edges (s, vi− ) and (vi− , vi+ ) to E ′ .
Finally, for every edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E include (vi+ , vj− ) in E ′ and set all edge weights to 1. It is easy to
see that this construction can be performed in O(|V | + |E|) time.
We claim that a Hamiltonian path in G exists if and only if there is a strategy profile with social
welfare of at least 2n + 1 in G′ . First, assume there exists a Hamiltonian path in G. We rename
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the nodes in V and analogously in V ′ for the path to be given by (v1 , . . . , vn ). By means of this
path, the strategy profile a will be constructed. Player s introduces flow by paying her debt to v1 ,
(1)
(1)
i.e., τ(s,v− ) = 1 and τe′ = 0 for all e′ ∈ E + (s) \ {(s, v1− )}. The remaining thresholds can be chosen
1

−
arbitrarily. Analogous, for every player vi+ with i < n we prioritize edge (vi+ , vi+1
), hence, we define
(1)

τ(v+ ,v−
i

i+1 )

(1)

= 1 and τe′ = 0 for all other edges. Note that players vi− only have one outgoing edge

which predetermines their strategies. In the resulting flow f , every player vi+ and s hold at most
assets of one. With the exception of one player, the incoming flow of all players vi− is limited to one.
If vn+ has an outgoing edge, exactly one player vi− can own assets of two. The described strategy
profile results in a minimal clearing state where all prioritized edges are saturated. In conclusion,
every player vi− and vi+ and s hold assets of at least one, implying the social welfare is at least 2n + 1.
Now assume there exists a strategy profile a with social welfare at least 2n + 1. W.l.o.g. s pays
off its liabilities to v1− , implying assets of one for players v1− and v1+ . Let (v1+ , v2− ) be the first edge
v1+ pays, otherwise we rename the nodes accordingly. Thus, the assets of v2− and v2+ are increased to
1. We denote the player v2+ transfers her incoming flow to by vi− . Social welfare of 2n + 1 can only
be obtained, if player vi− is currently without assets. Otherwise, this player would hold assets of at
least two with only one outgoing edge. Hence, the flow would yield social welfare of at most 2k + 2
for 2k visited players. By iteratively applying this argument, a social welfare of at least 2n + 1 can
only be achieved if there exists a path including all nodes, or in other words a Hamiltonian path.

4

Clearing Games with Fixed Seniorities

In this section, we consider clearing games with fixed seniorities, i.e., when thresholds are fixed
exogenously. In this case, a player with fixed thresholds is only allowed to choose appropriate
(i)
strategies ae . We will concentrate on the simpler case of fixed partition strategies. A bank with a
fixed partition strategy is obligated to pay debt of edges completely in a given order with ties. A
strategic choice arises only in case of ties, i.e., for edges of the same priority, where the bank can
(i)
strategically choose ae to pay for the edges with seniority i.
In the remainder of this section, we consider games in which some agents have fixed partitionM strategies, while others are free to choose threshold-M strategies, for any suitable set M. For
the fixed partitions, we specify the priority class of an edge. Our results imply that the positive
properties for threshold-M strategies do not persist if partitions are fixed for some players. Notably,
these conditions are not implied by existing constructions in [1, 8].
We start by proving NP-hardness for computation of the optimal strategy profile in both minand max-clearing games.
Theorem 13. Consider max-clearing and min-clearing games with threshold-M strategies and k ≥ 2.
For fixed seniorities, it is NP-hard to compute an optimal strategy profile with respect to social welfare.
Proof. We prove the statement by reduction from 3-Satisfiability. For a given instance, let ϕ
denote the Boolean formula with variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn and clauses κ1 , κ2 , . . . , κm . We construct a
clearing game with an acyclic graph G = (V, E), hence, all flow originates from external assets. For
this reason, in this game minimal and maximal clearing states coincide for every strategy profile. We
construct the game as follows.
First, we define a gadget for every variable xi consisting of the players xi , xTi , xFi , sTi and sFi .
Player xi holds external assets of B ≫ m, where B is polynomial in n and m. Further, xi owes
assets of B to both xTi and xFi , i.e., (xi , xTi ), (xi , xFi ) ∈ E. Additionally, we add the edges (xTi , sTi )
and (xFi , sFi ) with seniority 1 and weight B each. For every clause κj , we include player κj with
external assets of 1. If variable xi appears as ¬xi (or xi ) in clause κj , the unit-weight edge (κj , xFi )
(or (κj , xTi )) is added to E. Further, we add player ϕ and edges (xTi , ϕ) and (xFi , ϕ) with edge weight
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Figure 3: Example construction of a game in the proof of Theorem 13. Black edge labels indicate
edge weights while blue labels indicate seniorities.
m and seniority 2 for every i. Player ϕ has liabilities of m−1 to sink sϕ with seniority 1 and liabilities
of 1 with seniority 2 to a linear graph consisting of u1 , u2 , . . . , uB . An example construction for the
instance (x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3 ) is depicted in Figure 3.
Intuitively, when player xi pays off all assets towards xTi (or xFi ), we interpret the literal xi (or
¬xi ) in ϕ to be assigned with TRUE. The players xTi and xFi are obligated to first pay off all debt
towards a sink. Therefore, one of these players can make payments outside the gadget only if the
literal associated with her is true. We call such a player unlocked. Note that by the choice of B,
it is impossible to unlock both xTi and xFi with flow of B + m which is the maximal flow achieved
when all κj pay their assets towards the same gadget. Assume κj to settle the debt to an unlocked
player. By definition, she can forward the payments from κj to ϕ. In contrast, a locked player would
forward the payments to the respective sink. Whenever player ϕ receives incoming flow of k, at least
k players κj pass their assets to an unlocked player. Thus, the assets of ϕ can be interpreted as the
number of satisfied clauses. Thus, whenever there is strictly positive flow along the linear graph, all
clauses are interpreted as satisfied.
For every formula ϕ, the number of nodes and edges in the constructed game is linear in the
number of variables n and number of clauses m. Hence, the construction can be performed in
polynomial time.
We state that there exists a satisfying assignment of ϕ if and only if the social welfare of the
optimal strategy profile is (3n + 1)B + 4m − 1. First, assume there exists a satisfying assignment of
ϕ. We then define a strategy profile a along the lines of this assignment. For every variable xi that is
(1)
(1)
assigned TRUE, xi prioritizes the edge (xi , xTi ), i.e., τ(x ,xT ) = 1 and τ(x ,xF ) = 0. In the case, when
i

i

i

i

xi is assigned FALSE we proceed analogously and prioritize the edge towards xFi . For each clause
κj , choose one arbitrary clause-fulfilling literal lj and prioritize the edge (κj , lj ) as described before.
Then in each variable gadget, the social welfare of at least 3B is achieved. Also, every κj pays her
assets towards an unlocked player, leading to incoming flow of m for ϕ. Thus, ϕ can settle all debts
leading to assets of m − 1 for sϕ and assets of 1 for every player ui in the path graph. In total, the
social welfare is (3n + 1)B + 4m − 1.
For the other direction, assume there exists a strategy profile a yielding social welfare of (3n +
1)B + 4m − 1. In the constructed game, n players each hold external assets of B, which are paid in
full via xTi and xFi to sinks sTi and sFi . This generates social welfare of 3Bn. The social welfare can
only be increased by another B, if flow of 1 exists on the path graph u1 , . . . , uB . Since this flow must
be initiated by ϕ, her incoming flow must be at least m. Thus, every κj pays her external assets via
an unlocked player towards ϕ.
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Figure 4: Max-clearing game without pure Nash equilibrium.
For clearing games and threshold-M strategies, the strategy profile with Pareto-optimal clearing
state has been shown to be a strong equilibrium and, in case of max-clearing, even efficiently computable. By fixing seniorities, however, we do not only impact the computational complexity of the
optimal strategy profile but also the existence of stable states. In fact, the subsequent theorem shows
that there are max-clearing games with threshold-M strategies without pure Nash equilibria.
Proposition 14. For threshold-M strategies with any k ≥ 2, there exists a max-clearing game with
fixed seniorities that has no pure Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Consider the game depicted in Figure 4a where no player owns external assets and all edges
have unit weights. The labels of the edges indicate the seniorities. Note that only players v1 , v4 and
v7 have a meaningful strategy choice, since the behavior of all others is essentially determined.
Player v1 has liabilities to v2 and v9 of same priority, thus her strategy choices can be divided
into three distinct categories: (1) She directs all payments towards v2 until her liabilities towards
v2 are completely payed off, (2) she directs all payments towards v9 until her liabilities towards v9
are completely payed off, or (3) she splits her payments between the two in some arbitrary way.
A strategy from the last category is never profitable for the player, since part of her payments are
either retained by v10 or passed on from v9 to v12 . On the other hand, if the player uses all her assets
to pay off one debt, she can exploit the cycles and increase her assets depending on the strategies
of the other players. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to categories (1) and (2). By symmetry, the
same arguments apply to strategies of v4 and v7 . The utilities of all resulting strategy profiles are
illustrated in Figure 4b. For each combination of strategies, at least one player strictly benefits from
a unilateral deviation.
In the game analyzed in the previous proof, it is never profitable for any player v1 , v4 or v7 to
split her payments to different agents. A player always prefers to direct all money flow towards one
(i)
player. Thus, the choices of ae are inconsequential and only one threshold per edge is needed.
We can adjust the game in the proof of Proposition 14 to reduce each fixed partition to only two
priority classes. To see this, consider a player v ∈ {v3 , v6 , v9 } whose outgoing edges are divided into
four seniority classes. We can add an auxiliary player w and redirect all edges with seniority higher
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Figure 5: The left image visualizes the structure of a min-clearing game without Nash equilibrium.
The game consists of three completely symmetric parts. In the right image, the edge weights (black
edge labels), seniorities (blue edge labels) and external assets are given for one of the symmetric
parts.
than 1 towards w. In particular, replace every edge (v, u) with seniority j, with edges (v, w) with
seniority 2 and (w, u) with seniority j −1. Then proceed to node w. In each step, the required number
of seniority classes is reduced by one. We obtain an equivalent game where every fixed partition for
a node contains only two classes.
The next result revisits the discussed game and proves that deciding existence of an equilibrium
for a given max-clearing game with fixed seniorities is NP-hard.
Theorem 15. For a given max-clearing game with fixed seniorities and threshold-M strategies with
any k ≥ 2, it is NP-hard to decide whether a pure Nash equilibrium exists.
Proof. Consider the game with no Nash equilibrium described in proof of Proposition 14. In this
game, we can generate an equilibrium by paying additional assets of 1 to player v1 . Then, v1 can
pay off her total liabilities when v4 chooses strategy (2) and v7 chooses (1). When playing according
to this strategy profile, no player has an incentive to deviate unilaterally. The additional assets are
generated by the construction described in proof of Theorem 13. Recall, that we constructed a game
for a given instance ϕ of 3-Satisfiability. The player uB has assets of 1 if and only if there exists
a satisfying assignment of ϕ. Hence by adding the edge (uB , v1 ), the statement follows.
Both results regarding max-clearing can be extended to min-clearing games. For non-existence of
Nash equilibria, a game is constructed where three players are able to freely choose their strategies
while the behavior of all other players is fully determined by seniorities.
Proposition 16. For threshold-M strategies with any k ≥ 2, there exists a min-clearing game with
fixed seniorities that has no pure Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Consider the game visualized in Figure 5. We interpret the depicted graph as a multigraph
where all edges have unit-weights. For space reasons, d edges between two players are visualized by
a single edge with capacity d. Note that the d individual edges may be assigned different seniorities.
In the considered game, only the players v1 , v5 and v9 have a meaningful strategy choice, since the
behavior of all other players is essentially determined by the fixed partition. Furthermore, only
players v1 , v5 and v9 hold external assets and, consequently, all flow in the network originates from
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these three players. Now consider the strategy choices of player v1 . If she pays δ to v12 , all assets are
passed to v20 and v21 . Only when v1 forwards at least δ + ǫ where ǫ > 0 can she, in a sense, unlock
cycles. Then, she can increase the flow on her incoming edges utilizing these cycles.
A similar observation can be made for the payments of v1 towards v2 . Therefore, we can divide
all possible strategy choices into three categories: (1) the player pays at least δ + ǫ to v12 , (2) the
player pays at least δ + ǫ to v2 , or (3) the player splits her assets in some other way. For categories (1)
and (2), we further assume that v1 uses all other assets to increase flow on the unlocked cycles. Due
to symmetry, these categories can be generalized both for players v5 and v9 . The following utility
matrices verify nonexistence of a Nash equilibrium. The entries of the matrices should be interpreted
as utility of v1 , v5 and v9 .
v9 : (1)
v1

v5

(1)
(2)
(3)

v1

v5

(1)
(2)
(3)

v1

v5

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
δ + 3, δ + 3, δ + 3
δ + 4, δ + 3, δ + 3
δ + 1, δ + 3, δ + 3

(2)
δ + 3, δ + 4, δ + 3
δ + 1, δ + 4, δ + 3
δ + 1, δ + 4, δ + 3

(3)
δ + 3, δ + 1, δ + 3
≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3, δ + 3
δ + 1, δ + 1, δ + 3

(1)
δ + 3, δ + 3, δ + 4
δ + 4, δ + 3, δ + 1
≤ δ + 3, δ + 3, ≤ δ + 4

v9 : (2)
(2)
δ + 3, δ + 1, δ + 4
δ + 1, δ + 1, δ + 1
≤ δ + 3, δ + 1, δ + 4

(3)
δ + 3, δ + 1, δ + 4
≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3, δ + 1
≤ δ + 3, δ + 1, ≤ δ + 4

(1)
δ + 3, δ + 3, δ + 1
δ + 4, δ + 3, δ + 1
≤ δ + 1, δ + 3, ≤ δ + 1

v9 : (3)
(2)
δ + 3, ≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3
δ + 1, ≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3
δ + 1, ≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3

(3)
δ + 3, δ + 1, δ + 1
≤ δ + 4, ≤ δ + 3, δ + 1
δ + 1, δ + 1, δ + 1

Theorem 17. For a given min-clearing game with fixed seniorities and threshold-M strategies with
any k ≥ 2, it is NP-hard to decide whether a pure Nash equilibrium exists.
Proof. Consider the game without Nash equilibrium in Figure 5. In this game, there exists an
equilibrium if the assets of v1 are increased by at least k − 1 + ǫf , for ǫf > 0. Then, she can pay of all
her liabilities when v5 plays according to (2) and v9 according to (1). No player has an incentive to
deviate unilaterally to another strategy profile. Towards NP-hardness, we proceed similarly to proof
of Theorem 15. Here, the game without equilibrium has been extended to include a construction
that directs exactly assets of 1 into the game if there exists a satisfying assignment for an instance
from 3-Satisfiability. We now generate additional assets of k for player v1 by adding k copies of
the construction, each with edge (uB , v1 ).
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